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Pirate's Life is a 2D strategy game / city builder with an isometric camera where you take on the role of the captain of a crew of pirates that got shipwrecked on a deserted island. You will need to take care of your crews' individual needs (like hunger and drunkeness) in
order to prevent a mutiny. At first you start with a basic set of buildings but during the game you will be able to unlock higher tier buildings and new resources which you need to satisfy the needs of the experienced pirates. The better a crew member gets, the more needs
he will have. As you progress, you will also be able to build ships for your own fleet and send out raid parties to other settlements or trade routes in order to steal desperately needed resources or "recruit" new crew members which you can put to work. But every raid will
increase your wanted level. Eventually the Royal Navy will start searching for your hideout to stop you from doing more mischief. Do you have what it takes to lead your settlement from a small fishing village to an infamous pirate haven? Pirate's Life Website: Enjoy! A:
Disclaimer: Developing games in my spare time. Not affiliated with the developer. I really like this game's mechanics and would give it the edge over any other city builder in a single game. It is often claimed to be a city builder and a strategy game (and is often classified
as both, like in the question itself), so I think it's legitimate to compare this with the other city builder games I've played, like Tiny Tower, Cities Skylines, and Pocket Planes. The most important feature that sets Pirate Life apart from other city builders is the isometric
camera. For city builders with an isometric camera, building a city has an important side effect of also building the surrounding environment. Instead, city builders that use a top-down camera don't have this, and that is one of the features that separates Pirate Life from
other city builders. The isometric camera also affects gameplay and the game balance in other ways. You can't pick things that are "offscreen", even though you can see them, so building a bus stop or a bridge by yourself or by a pirate (similar to building railroads in other
city builders) requires that you can also build walls and barriers that prevent people from walking through or building on them. If you don't, people walking on

EPic Character Generator - Season 1: Modern Male Features Key:
Two modes of play (Quickmatch and Wildcards)
Easy game mechanics: no timer or tap to send, simple controls
Tons of huge words! 100+ words to get you started
Regular and Wildcard words given in the form of a Flashcard to maximize your learning
Vocabulary lists for helpful suggestions of similar words and where to learn them
Tap the letter to let people know you're not sure

How to Play

Find your opponent by looking at their name on each opponent list. Tap that match
Tap the on screen button to start the fight - and start spelling!
Draw off letters by tracing their outlines:
Hold the tip of your finger over the letter till it's glowing. Drop your finger and let it reveal the next letter. This often says something about the tone of the word.

What's new

Unfortunately we haven't received a REAL update yet, but we will! Stay tuned.

Advertisement

Follow us on Twitter so you can get updates:
Like us on Facebook:
Follow us on Google+:
Follow us on Tumblr:
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